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       There are two types of people in this world. People who hate
clowns...and clowns. (Bobby Pendragon) 
~D. J. MacHale

I'm sorry I hurt your hand...with my face." -Bobby Pendragon 
~D. J. MacHale

Nights were the worst. I'd try to get some sleep, only to be thrown out of
bed and dragged out into the compound for another game of "Let's
whack Bobby in the dark!" - Bobby Pendragon, RoZ 
~D. J. MacHale

Perhaps you should bite me", Bobby Pendragon. 
~D. J. MacHale

We took the elevator back down from the first observation level of the
Eiffel Tower and started walking in he direction of the Taj Mahal 
~D. J. MacHale

I've made mistakes. More than my share. Hopefully, I've learned from
them, but can't guarentee anything. There's only one thing I can
promise. I'm taking this to the end." -Bobby Pendragon 
~D. J. MacHale

What exactly is a french before it's fried? 
~D. J. MacHale

Whenever you look back and say "if" you know you're in trouble. There
is no such thing as "if". The only thing that matters is what really
happened. 
~D. J. MacHale

Defeat is most devastating at the moment of victory" Saint Dane 
~D. J. MacHale
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To write, you need to find what you love. 
~D. J. MacHale

My feelings for you run very deep." - Loor Not deep enought, I guess." -
Bobby (The Rivers of Zadaa) 
~D. J. MacHale

If you work hard doing the wrong job, is it really work? Or is it some
kind of fakery? 
~D. J. MacHale

You can't have pride without humility. Aggression without tolerance.
Strength without compassion. Power without restraint. 
~D. J. MacHale

It is much more fun to write about villains then heroes. The villains are
the ones that think out the scheme, and the heroes just kind of come
along for the ride. 
~D. J. MacHale

At least I thought it was a wall. It sure felt like one. It was hard. It was
flat. It stretched out on either side of me. You know... wall. 
~D. J. MacHale

Before I can face the future, I must first deal with the past. 
~D. J. MacHale

I guess this means that our conflict is finally over. Perhaps we should
celebrate." - Saint Dane Perhaps you should bite me." Bobby 
~D. J. MacHale

I really suggest the Pendragon series to all readers unless you are
afraid of gore! 
~D. J. MacHale
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In my few short years I learned that seeing what's positive about a
situation is a lot more fun and gets you a lot further than looking for
what might be wrong with it. 
~D. J. MacHale

We may have been like needles in a hay stack, but they were like
needles . . . in a stack of needles 
~D. J. MacHale

Riggedy riggedy white Come and spend the night We'll play some
games Some wild some tame Cause if you will, you might. By, Laberge 
~D. J. MacHale

There will be no more protests. No more dissension. No more violence.
There will be only one voice. The voice of Ravinia. The voice of Halla.
Your voice." "There goes freedom of speech," I said. 
~D. J. MacHale

Oh yeah, and Spader was hanging out with a penguin" -Bobby
Pendragon 
~D. J. MacHale

If I weren't already dead, I'd have to kill myself just so I could roll over in
my grave. 
~D. J. MacHale

Mark: When did you learn to drive? Courtney: About three seconds
ago. 
~D. J. MacHale

If I fall out, pull this ring? What happens then? I sprout wings and fly?"
-Spader in "The Never War 
~D. J. MacHale
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Seriously. Dados bounce." Bobby in Raven Rise 
~D. J. MacHale

Dont you know... I'm the boggyman."-St. Dane 
~D. J. MacHale

My life is an ongoing, ever changing adventure. 
~D. J. MacHale

I'm the terrorist, do what I say or I'll terrorize you. 
~D. J. MacHale

Damon Scares me,' Maggie said. 'Maybe you should do what he
wants.' 'Can't.' 'Why not?' 'Because he killed me. That kind of pisses me
off 
~D. J. MacHale

Looks like it's time to liven up this dead little town!" - Saint Dane (The
Reality Bug) 
~D. J. MacHale

I see you brought along your violent little girlfriend. What a nice
surprise!" - Saint Dane (The Reality Bug) 
~D. J. MacHale

Max Rose: Vo? What kind of name is that? Spader: What kind of name
is Rose? Isn't that some kind of flower? 
~D. J. MacHale

Do you know how hard it is to gather seventy thousand people?
Especially people who are confused and scared that they might be
eaten by hungry dinosaurs? 
~D. J. MacHale
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Never make the first move." - Loor (The Rivers of Zadaa) 
~D. J. MacHale

It wasn't that I didn't trust Mark's flying, it was just that, okay, I didn't
trust Mark's flying. 
~D. J. MacHale

That Loor's a handful, she is." - Spader (Black Water) 
~D. J. MacHale

where is here, when is now?? 
~D. J. MacHale

I love you Mark..." Courtney, PoR. I love you too Courtney..." Mark,
PoR. 
~D. J. MacHale

Because this is the way things are meant to be.(Press Tilton) 
~D. J. MacHale

Next time you wish to feed me poison, warn me first," Loor demanded.
(The Merchant of Death) 
~D. J. MacHale

Spader and I were nearly killed. Three times. We were also robbed and
witnessed a gruesome murder. Happy birthday to me! 
~D. J. MacHale

"Who's Heinz and what's an accordion?" 
~D. J. MacHale

You'd better put sunblock on that skeleton head of yours. You're gonna
fry." -Bobby 
~D. J. MacHale
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I have a sudden urge to pee.- Spader 
~D. J. MacHale

I hate clowns. I've mentioned that, right? 
~D. J. MacHale

Not just chubby fat, I'm talkin' gordo 
~D. J. MacHale

Now it was just the three of us: the leader, the warrior, and the kid
about to wet his pants. Guess who I was. 
~D. J. MacHale

The history of each and every territory is written in the blood of those
who died trying to fulfill the aspirations of their ambitious leaders. 
~D. J. MacHale

I was exhausted. Fighting to save the universe will do that. 
~D. J. MacHale

Siry answered with one simple, shattering word. "Veelox. 
~D. J. MacHale
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